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HEJ9Y¯Q£³P"QRP"GI³TJPVôUL³EH¦Y¯Q¡HRUuTVU¼õ9YK5PAHEJP B<= Mq  GLKWHEJ5P b º¯[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQEQYZß9T\GIHEYZUK¶²³EULÞL³GL¼zQCY¯K/HRUG
²9³EU!W9[TVHCHEJGIHyJGLQ¦HEJPQRHR³EP"K5ÞLHEJ9Q¦ULµ&õULHEJg²9³EU!W9[TVHEQ\S5GLKWgHEJ5P°¡P"GIò<K5P"QEQRP"QyULµKP"YZHEJ5P\³"N










Gm¼uP\HEJ5U<WgHRUQRP\²9GI³GIHRPHEJ5PY¯K/HRP\³EP"QRHEY¯KÞ¶GLKWKUK f Y¯K/HRP\³EP"QRHEY¯K5Þu³½GLWGI³y³EP\HE[³KQ¦µ1³EU¼ UKPGLK5ULHEJ5P\³#N
D KmHEJY¯Q£¼¶GLKK5P\³"S/HEJ5PAUK9ºZ»uHEY¯¼uPAHEJGIH¡HEJPATVU¼u²9[HEGIHEYZUKGLº¯ºZ»zYKàHRP"KQYZ®LP B<= Mq 'YQ£Y¯K/®LULòLP"WY¯Q×°yJP"K
HEJP\³EPgY¯QGïJ9YZÞJÈ²9³EULõ9GIõ9Y¯ºYZHh»
HEJGIHzGïHEGI³EÞLP\Hz¼zG#»ÈõPµ3U[9KWYKGïÞYZ®LP"K WGIHEG´T\[õPLN = J5PKP\°
²(YZ²P"º¯Y¯K5PqY¯Q¦QEJ5U6°yK0Y¯Kg^4YZÞ[5³P !N¯ýIN
@ ®LP"KïHEJ5U[5ÞJ
YZHqW5U!P"QAGI²²P"GI³qHEJGIH¨HEJ5P b º¯[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQEQYZß9T\GIHEYZUKW5U/P"QqY¯K/HRP\ÞL³GIHRP°¡P"ººÌS(HEJ9Y¯Q
WU/P"Q4õ³½Y¯K5ÞAºYZÞJàHHRUQRU¼uP¦TVU¼u²(º¯Y¯T\GIHEYZUKQHEJGIH4°kP\³EP¦P"KTVU[K/HRP\³EP"WHEJGIH×J9G"®LP?K5ULH4õP\P"KGLWW5³EP"QEQEP"W
YK²9³EP\®!Y¯U[Q&T½JGI²HRP\³Q"N B ²P"T\YZß9T\GLº¯ºZ»LS°yJ5P"K[QY¯K5Þ B<= Mq SIHEJ5P¦°¡P"Y¯ÞJàHEY¯KÞA®LP"TVHRUL³Q¡GI³EP¦³EP"º¯YGLKàH4[5²UK
²(GLQRH¡WGIHEG,T\[5õP"Q\N D µ.GLWIÿRGLTVP"K/HkW9GIHEGT\[5õP"Q¡GI³EPAW5³UL²²P"Wuµ3³U¼HEJ5PqY¯K5²9[H×QRHR³EP"GL¼gS<J5U#°W5U!P"Q£HEJ9GIH
PVôP"TVH¦HEJ5PnTV³EP"GIHEYZUK0ULµ&G,³EP"º¯Y¯GIõ(ºZPy°kP"YZÞJ/HEY¯K5Þu¼zGIHR³Yü±ág^9[5³EHEJ5P\³¼zUL³EPLS<HEJ5P¨³EP"¼uU#®IGLºULµWGIHEGT\[5õP"Q






^4YZÞ[5³EP !N¯ý B5= Mq  b º[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQQEYZß9T\GIHEYZUK D KàHRP\ÞL³½GIHEYZUK  fÝd
²9³EU!W9[TVHEQHRU
TVU¼u²9ºZP\HRPHEJ5PY¯K/HRP\³Eµ1GLTVPLN = J5PWYZ³EP"TVH²UL³EHµ1³EU¼|¢?U¼uPgXGIõ ó Q^&¤n¢ = ¢yMqF TVU!WP
HRUGN ®LP\³QYZUK´ULµCHEJ5P b º[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQEQYZß9T\GIHEYZUK´Y¯QTVU¼u²9ºZP\HRP"ºZ»
Y¯KT\GI²(GIõ9ºZPULµ¦TVUJ5P\³EP"K/H[QRPzUKÈG
B5= Mq 8³½GLWGI³AWGIHEGmQRP\H\N § ³GLQRHEY¯TT½JGLK5ÞLP"QqHRU¶HEJPT\[5³E³EP"K/H?ß³½QRHyQRHEGIÞLPULµÐHEJ5P B<= MA ²9YZ²P"º¯YK5PqGI³P
GLºQRUu³EP"á![YZ³EP"WNÐ]A²UK0TVU¼u²9ºZP\HEY¯UKgULµ&HEJP"QRP¼uU<WYZß9T\GIHEY¯UKQ\S<HEJ5PY¯K/HRP\ÞL³GIHEYZUK0ULµHEJPGI²²9º¯Y¯T\GIHEY¯UKQ
YQ¦WY¯QET\[QQRP"WN @ GLT½J0ULµ4HEJ5P"QRPYZHRP"¼¶Q?GI³EPGLWW³EP"QEQRP"W0YKHEJ5Pnµ3UººZU#°yYK5ÞuQRP"TVHEYZUKQ\N
epC ; ~¨4Bxu ; ~sz9 ·yzsb}:|¥*}
t: ·"yzsb}:|4
¢?U¼uPXGIõ ó Q¦®LP\³½QEYZUKULµ4HEJ5P b º¯[HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQEQEY¯ß9T\GIHEYZUKgTVU<W5PY¯Q¦K5ULHyY¼u²9ºZP"¼uP"K/HRP"Wµ1UL³?HEGIò!YK5Þ
GuQEHR³EP"GL¼ ULµW9Y¯QRHR³YZõ([5HEYZUKQ×GLQyY¯K5²9[5H\S<TVUL³E³EP"QE²UK9WY¯K5ÞHRUu³GLK5ÞLPTVP"º¯º¯Q¦YKmHEJ9Y¯QCT\GLQRPLS9GLKWHEJ5P"K²9³EU f
TVP"QQEY¯K5ÞzHEJP"¼Y¯K0Gm¼uP"GLKY¯KÞLµ1[º¼¶GLKK5P\³"Nk¢?U¼uP,XGIõ ó QAY¯¼u²9ºZP"¼zP"KàHEGIHEYZUK0ULµ B5= Mq GLºQRUzPV±<²P"TVHEQ
b   D HRU¶³EP"QEY¯W5PnY¯Kõ9YKGI³E» e GIHEº¯GIõ0ß(ºZP@) M b/ õ-,ØN = J5P b º¯[5HRHRP\³ b ºGLQEQEYZß9T\GIHEY¯UKWU/P"Q?KULH?JG"®LPHEJP
GIõ(Y¯º¯YZHÝ»zHRUu²³EU<TVP"QEQ¦WGIHEGuY¯KHEJ9Y¯Qkµ3UL³¼¶GIH\N = J5P¨ß³QEH¡HEJYK5ÞHEJGIH?Y¯Q¦GLT\TVU¼u²9ºY¯QEJ5P"WY¯QkHRU¶GLWGI²9HkHEJP©®LP\³½QEYZUKULµ&¢yU¼uPnXGIõ ó Q b º¯[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQEQYZß9T\GIHEYZUKTVU!WPQRUHEJGIH¦YZH¦¼zG"»mõPn[QEP"WmHRUu²9³EU!TVP"QQ¡HEJP
õ(Y¯KGI³E» e GIHEº¯GIõ b   D ß9ºZPLN
= J5Pq¢?U¼uPqXGIõ ó Q B<= MA 'Y¯¼u²9º¯P"¼uP"KàHEGIHEY¯UKzPV±<²P"TVHEQ¡HEJ5PqWGIHEGHRUõPAQRHRUL³EP"WY¯KzG³EU6°ÆQRHR³½Y¯W5P
HEJ9GIH?TV³EUQEQRP"QCHEJ5P ¡¢ D ULµHEJ5Pnß³½QRHkGLK/HRP"KKGß9³QRH\N = J5P"KHEJ5P ¡¢ D ULµP"GLTJTVUKQRP"T\[5HEYZ®LPGLKàHRP"KK9G<S
[9KàHEY¯ºHEJPP"KàHEY¯³EPn³GLK5ÞLPTVP"ºº.Y¯Q¦PV±5JGL[QRHRP"W.N = J5P"KgHEJPK5PV±<H¦³GLK5ÞLPTVP"º¯ºY¯Q¦²³EU<TVP"QEQRP"WY¯KHEJ5PQEGL¼zP
¼¶GLKK5P\³"N
]AQY¯K5ÞHEJ9Y¯Q¼zP\HEJ5U!W.SÐHEJ5PmP"K/HEYZ³EPHEJ5³EP\PgWY¼uP"KQEYZUK9GLº b   D W9GIHEGïT\[õPT\GLK õPmQRHRUL³EP"W
YK G·TVUKàHEY¯Þ[5U[QzQEYK5ÞºZPgWY¯¼uP"K9QEYZUK GI³E³G#»LN @ GLT½J:³EP\HE[³K P"ºZP"¼uP"K/H¶JGLQzG·³EP"GLº?GLKW:Y¼zGIÞY¯KGI³E»
²UL³EHEY¯UKN = J5P"QRP¶GI³EPQRHRUL³EP"W'QRP\²9GI³GIHRP"º¯»·[QEY¯K5Þg³P"TVHEGLK5Þ[º¯GI³TVU/UL³½WY¯KGIHRP"QHEJGIHGI³EP¼zGLW5P[5²·ULµ
QJ5UL³EH¡YKàHRP\ÞLP\³Q"N @ GLT½JQJ5UL³EH¡YKàHRP\ÞLP\³¦³EP"á![YZ³P"Q×Hh°kUõ/»!HRP"QkULµQRHRUL³GIÞLPLS5°AJY¯TJY¯K¶HE[5³KY¯¼u²9º¯Y¯P"QÐµ3U[³
õ!»!HRP"Qu²P\³,P"º¯P"¼uP"KàH\S<ý Ld õ!»/HRP"Q²P\³u³GLK5ÞLPgTVP"º¯º¦GLK9W_5N¯ý Èe ª ²P\³ b   D YKHEJPWP\µ1GL[º¯HW9GIHEG
TVUKßÞ[5³GIHEYZUK.N£]AQY¯K5ÞzQEJ5UL³HyY¯K/HRP\ÞLP\³QyQEY¯ÞKYZß9T\GLK/HEºZ»¶³P"W[TVP"Q?HEJPGL¼uU[K/H?ULµÐQRHRUL³GIÞLP,K5P\P"W5P"WS9GLQ
°kP"º¯º.GLQq¼zGIHEJ5P"¼¶GIHEY¯T\GLº&TVU¼z²9ºZPV±5YZHh»LN > U#°kP\®LP\³"SUK5P¼,[QRHAGLº¯QRU¶K5ULHRP,HEJGIHAHEJ5P\³EP¼¶G"»gõPQRP\³Y¯U[Q
GLT\T\[³GLTV»gY¯QEQE[5P"Q¦YKà®LUºZ®LP"WY¯KHEJ5PnHR³[9KT\GIHEYZUKg²³U!TVP"QEQR) M b/ G,ØN
= J5Pq³EP"GLºQRHR³EP"KÞLHEJmULµ&HEJ5PnY¯¼u²³U#®LP"W b º¯[5HRHRP\³ b ºGLQEQEYZß9T\GIHEY¯UK¶²UL³EHCY¯QkPV±!²(ºZUYZHRP"W°yJ5P"K¼[9º f
HEY¯²9ºZPW9Y¯QRHR³YZõ([5HEYZUKQ¦GI³EPuY¯WP"KàHEYZß9P"W[QEYK5Þ¶HEJ5PQEGL¼uPuQRP\HE[²
W9GIHEGmHEJ9GIHq°CGLQ¨W5P\HRP\³¼zYK5P"WG²³½YZUL³YÌN
= JY¯Q?²(GI³EHAULµ£HEJ5P b º¯[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQEQEY¯ß9T\GIHEYZUKYQy²9GI³HEY¯T\[º¯GI³º¯»P\¹mT\YZP"KàHq°yJ5P"K²³EU<TVP"QEQEYK5Þ¶HEJ5P B<= MA 
W9GIHEGgT\[5õPLN @ GLTJ·³GLK5ÞLPuTVP"º¯º4Y¯Q¨TVUKQEY¯WP\³EP"W
GW9Y¯QRHR³YZõ([5HEYZUKN¨MAººULµkHEJ5P³GLK5ÞLPuTVP"º¯º¯QqHEJGIHn¼zGIòLP
[²´HEJ5P b   D Qn¼zG#»
[9QRPHEJ5PzQEGL¼uP¶K![º¯º4WYQRHR³YZõ9[HEYZUKQ?HEJ9GIHn°¡P\³EPmW5P\HRP\³¼zY¯KP"WïGIHQRHEGI³EHE[5².N = J9Y¯Q
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= J5Pk¼uU!W9YZßP"W b º[5HRHRP\³ b ºGLQEQEYZß9T\GIHEY¯UKTVU!WP¡°CGLQHEJP"KPV±<P"T\[5HRP"W,UK b   D HEJGIHGLT\TVU¼u²9GLKYZP"W
¢yU¼uP¡X&GIõ ó QWY¯QRHR³Y¯õ9[5HEYZUKqULµ5HEJ5P¡²9GI³GLº¯ºZP"ºI²(YZ²P"º¯Y¯K5P"W B<= MA NMyµ1HRP\³¼¶Y¯K5UL³W5P\õ([5ÞLÞY¯K5Þ5SHEJ5P£²9³EU!TVP"QQ
QEP\P"¼uP"WzHRU°kUL³Eò¸9G#°yºZP"QEQEº¯»LNMqQÐUK5P?°kU[º¯WPV±<²P"TVH\S/³½GLK5ÞLP?TVP"º¯º¯QÐHEJ9GIH×°¡P\³PyK5P"GI³£P"GLT½JzULHEJ5P\³¡°¡P\³P
®LP\³»mQEY¯¼¶Y¯º¯GI³ºZ»uWYQRHR³YZõ9[HRP"WSàGLKWHEJ5PnY¯WP"KàHEYZß9P"WmWYQRHR³YZõ9[HEYZUKQÐULµ&³GLK5ÞLPTVP"º¯º¯QCQEº¯U#°yºZ»mTJGLK5ÞLP"WgGLQ
HEJP b º¯[HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQQEYZß9T\GIHEYZUKTVU!W5Pk²³EULÞL³P"QEQRP"WHEJ³EU[5ÞJHEJ5P£³GLKÞLP¡TVP"º¯º¯Q"N > U#°kP\®LP\³"SàYZHY¯QY¯¼z²UQQEYZõ9ºZP
HRUg¼zGIòLPuGLK/»0³EP"GLº4QRHEGIHRP"¼uP"K/HEQGLQqHRU°yJ5P\HEJ5P\³¨HEJYQyHRP"QRHnY¯QqGQE[T\TVP"QEQqUL³¨µGLY¯º¯[5³EPLN D HnQRP\P"¼¶QAHEJ9GIH
KUUK5P¨³EP"GLººZ»zò<K5U#°yQk°yJ9GIHCYQkYKQEY¯W5PyULµHEJ5P¨µ1P\° b   D Q¡HEJ9GIHk°kP\³EP¨ÞYZ®LP"KHRUuMq^ D_= GLQC²9GI³EHkULµHEJP
²(GI³GLº¯ºZP"º9²9YZ²P"º¯Y¯K5P B<= Mq È) M b/ õ-,ØN D HkYQ¡K5ULHkò<K5U#°yKm°yJGIHkHEGI³EÞLP\HEQCPV±5Y¯QRHk°yJ5P\³EPqY¯KmHEJ5PqW9GIHEG<S<KUL³
YQyHEJ5P\³PGW5P"QTV³YZ²HEYZUKULµ£HEJ5PuT\º¯[HRHRP\³¨GLK9WHRP\³³GLY¯KHEJGIHn²³EU<W[TVP"WHEJ5P b   D YKHEJ5Pß³½QRHy²9ºGLTVPLN
= J5P\³EP\µ1UL³EPLS9HEJ5P³EP"QE[º¯HEQ?ULµÐHEJY¯Q?HRP"QRHqGI³PGIHqõP"QEHyY¯KTVUKT\º[QEYZ®LPLN > U6°¡P\®LP\³#SY¯HATVP\³EHEGLY¯K9ºZ»gQRP\P"¼zQAHRU
YKWY¯T\GIHRP¨HEJGIH?HEJP\³EPY¯Q¦W5P\ß(KYZHRPn²ULHRP"KàHEYGLºY¯KHEJY¯Q¦²9³EU!W9[TVH\N
qpdepMo ªs:uhs:~M~Cx~¯«=xzyz}:f}9[b}:|}Ý ; ~4Bxu ; ~s88 ·"yzsb}:|(p MAQq²³EP\®<YZU[QºZ»gWY¯QET\[QQRP"WS
P"GLT½JmQEHEGIÞLPyULµHEJ5P?²9Y¯²P"ºY¯K5PCY¯QÐ²9GI³GLººZP"º5Y¯KuYZHEQRP"º¯µÝN = U,Y¯KQE[³EP¦GQRP"GL¼zºZP"QQ£Y¯K/HRP\ÞL³GIHEYZUKS!GLQ×°kP"º¯ºGLQ£HRU





²(GI³GLº¯ºZP"º&²9YZ²P"º¯Y¯KPGI³EPuGLº¯QRU0[QEP"WïYKHEJP,²(GI³GLº¯ºZP"º b º¯[HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQEQEYZß(T\GIHEYZUKN D H¨YQnGLº¯QRUgQR²P"T\YZß9T\GLº¯º¯»
P"KÞY¯K5P\P\³EP"WmHRUuGLT\TVP\²H e   D ÞL³EU[5²(Y¯K5ÞQ£GLK9W¶²³U!TVP"QEQEUL³CGLQQEYZÞK¼uP"K/HEQCY¯KGQEY¼zY¯º¯GI³£¼¶GLKK5P\³CHRUHEJP
B5= Mq :²9Y¯²P"ºY¯K5PAGI²9²9º¯Y¯T\GIHEYZUK3) M b/ G?,ØN











²P\³Eµ1UL³¼zGLK9TVPY¯¼u²³EU6®LP"¼uP"K/HEQ?¼zG"»õPGLTJ9YZP\®LP"W0HEJ5³U[5ÞJgHEJY¯QC²(GI³GLº¯ºZP"º¯YC"GIHEYZUK3) ¥  ?,ØN
= J5P,ß³QRHAHEJY¯K5ÞmHEJGIHnY¯QqGLT\TVU¼u²9º¯Y¯QJ5P"WYQyHEJ5PT\GLº¯T\[ºGIHEYZUKïULµ×PV±!²P"TVHRP"Wï®IGLº¯[5P"Qqµ3UL³¨²UY¯K/HEQ
YKmHEJPWY¯QRHR³Y¯õ9[5HEYZUKN = JY¯Q¡°kU[º¯WõPAP"á![YZ®IGLºZP"K/HCHRUzHEJ5P eïB5= Mq¢ ²³U!TVP"W[³EPAµ1³EU¼ HEJ5Pn²9³EP\®!Y¯U[Q
^¤¨¢ = ¢yMqFÜY¯¼u²9ºZP"¼zP"KàHEGIHEYZUK.N > U6°¡P\®LP\³"SHEJ5P"QRP e UK/HRP b GI³½ºZUzQRP\HEQyKP\P"WgUKºZ»õPTV³EP"GIHRP"WUK9TVPLN
= JY¯QnY¯QnHEJPuµ1[K9WGL¼uP"K/HEGLº×WYüôP\³EP"KTVPuõP\Hh°kP\P"K·HEJP¶K5P\°  Y¯¼u²9º¯P"¼uP"KàHEGIHEY¯UK´GLKW´HEJ5Pz²9³EP\®!Y¯U[Q





³P"GLQRUKQ\SHEJ9Y¯QÐ²³EU<TVP"QEQÐY¯KuKULH×²9GI³GLº¯º¯P"ºÌN = JP?¼zGLQRHRP\³£¼zGLT½JY¯K5P?TVU¼z²9[5HRP"Q×HEJP¦P"KàHEYZ³P e UK/HRP b GI³½ºZU
QEP\H£YZHEQRP"ºZµ(UK5P?HEY¯¼zP?GIH¡QRHEGI³EHE[².N = JY¯QÐY¯Q4®IGLQRHEºZ»uWYüôP\³EP"K/HÐµ3³U¼HEJ5P¦²³EP\®<YZU[QÐY¼u²9ºZP"¼uP"K/HEGIHEYZUKN D K
¢yU¼uPCXGIõ ó Q^5UL³EHR³GLK,TVU<W5PLSLHEJ5P"QRP e UK/HRP b GI³ºZUAP"QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"Q&°¡P\³P¡HEJ5P¡UKºZ»n²9GI³HEQULµ5HEJ5PkGLºZÞLUL³YZHEJ9¼
HEJ9GIHA°kP\³EP,²9GI³GLº¯ºZP"ºØN > U6°¡P\®LP\³"S³½[KKY¯KÞuHEJY¯QqQRP"TVHEYZUKïY¯KQRP\³½Y¯GLºÌS(GLK9WUKº¯»0W5UY¯K5Þ¶Y¯HAUKTVP,³EP"QE[9ºZHEQ
YKgW5³GL¼zGIHEY¯TnYKTV³EP"GLQRP"Q?YK²P\³µ3UL³¼¶GLKTVP°) ] B- ,ØN



















²9³EU!TVP"QQ\N = J5PQEY\P¶ULµ¦HEJP¶³GLK5ÞLPTVP"º¯º¯Q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°¡P\³Pm¼zGLW5PGIõU[5HHEJ5PzHEJP








P"¼z²9YZ³Y¯T\GLºP\®!YW5P"KTVP,HEJGIHA°kU[º¯WïQRP\P"¼ HRUgQE[5²²UL³EHAHEJ5PGLQEQE[¼u²9HEYZUKQy¼¶GLW5PLN = J5P,µ3U[5³HEJQRP\HqULµ
WP\³YZ®LP"WHRP"QRHEQ?GI³Pnµ3UL³?HEJPY¯KàHRP\ÞL³½GIHRP"W B<= MA  b º¯[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQQEYZß9T\GIHEYZUK²9Y¯²P"ºY¯K5PLN = J5P"QRP¨HRP"QRHEQyWP"GLº
°AYZHEJõULHEJ0á/[9GLº¯YZHEGIHEYZ®LPGLKWgá![GLK/HEYZHEGIHEYZ®LP,GLQR²P"TVHEQ¦ULµ4HEJ5PK5P\°*Y¯K/HRP\ÞL³GIHRP"W²³EU<W[TVH\N
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TVUK9W[TVHRP"WzY¯K¶¼zGLKà»uWYZôP\³EP"K/HÐ³EP"QRP"GI³½TJzPVôUL³EHEQ	) O  ,ØN = J5P¦²³ULõ9ºZP"¼GIH£JGLK9WzY¯QÐHRUY¼u²9ºZP"¼uP"K/H
HEJP°kP"º¯º.ò<K5U6°yK¼¶GIHEJ5P"¼zGIHEY¯T\GLº4GLºZÞLUL³Y¯HEJ¼ YKG¼uUL³EP,P\¹¶T\YZP"K/Hq¼zGLK9K5P\³"N = J5Pß³½QRHAQRP\HqULµ×HRP"QRHEQ
HEJ9GIHzGI³EP0TVUKW[TVHRP"W GI³Pgõ9GLQRP"º¯Y¯KPmHRP"QRHuP"K/®<YZ³EUK¼uP"K/HEQ\N = J5P"QRPHRP"QRHuP"K/®<YZ³EUK¼uP"K/HEQuQRP\³E®LP0GLQ¶G
QEHEGI³EHEY¯K5Þzº¯YK5Pnµ3UL³ATVU¼u²9GI³Y¯QEUKgHRUm¼uP"GLQ[5³EPQR²P\P"W[5²0GLK9W0HEJ5³EU[ÞJ5²9[5H¦GIµ1HRP\³y²9GI³GLººZP"º¯Y"GIHEYZUKgGLK9W
UL²9HEY¯¼zY"GIHEYZUK.N = J5P£HRP"QRHP"K/®!Y¯³EUK¼uP"K/HEQGI³EPkTV³EP"GIHRP"W,UKHEJP£J5P\HRP\³EULÞLP"K5P\U[9QMq^ D­= T\º¯[QEHRP\³"N = J³EP\P
õ(GLQRP"º¯Y¯K5P"QC°kP\³EPTV³P"GIHRP"W
i6f ý
ýIN B ºZU6° = P"QRH @ K/®!YZ³UK¼uP"K/H>6 = J9Y¯QP"K/®!Y¯³EUK¼uP"K/H°CGLQ¼¶GLW5Pm°AYZHEJ·HEJ5PQEºZU6°¡P"QRH,²³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³½Q
G"®IGLY¯º¯GIõ9º¯PqUK0HEJ5PMA^ D_= > P\HRP\³EULÞLP"K5P\U[Q b º¯[QEHRP\³"N = J5P"QRP¼zGLT½JY¯K5P"Q¦GI³P P"KàHEY¯[9¼ DEDED ²9³EU f
TVP"QEQRUL³Q³[KK9Y¯K5ÞmGIH cLce> LN = JY¯QnY¯QnGg°kUL³QRHT\GLQEP¶³[K.NMqQEQE[9¼zY¯K5ÞHEJGIHUK5P¶ULµ¡HEJ5P"QEP
²³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³QyY¯Q¦Y¯Kg[QRPLS(YZH?Y¯Q¦JYZÞJ9ºZ»z²³EULõ(GIõ9ºZP¨HEJGIHyGLº¯ºULµ4HEJ5Pn²9³EU!TVP"QQRUL³Q?Y¯KHEJ9GIHyQRHEGIÞLP³½[K
GLQyQEº¯U#°*GLQ¦HEJ9Y¯Q?QEºZU6°¡P"QEHy¼zGLTJ9Y¯K5PLN
d N e P"W9Y¯[¼ = P"QRH @ Kà®<YZ³EUK¼zP"KàH"6 = J9Y¯QCP"Kà®<YZ³EUK9¼uP"KàH¦°CGLQyTV³P"GIHRP"W°yY¯HEJHEJ5P¼uP"WY[¼ QR²P\P"W
²³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³Q¨G#®GLY¯ºGIõ9ºZPUKïHEJ5PuMA^ D_=> P\HRP\³EULÞLP"KP\U[Q b º[QRHRP\³"N = JP"QRP,¼¶GLTJY¯KP"QnGI³EPu &P"K f




 !Ny^GLQRH = P"QRH @ K/®!YZ³UK¼uP"K/H76 = JY¯QP"Kà®<YZ³EUK9¼uP"KàHY¯Q,¼zGLW5P[5²'ULµyQRHR³Y¯TVHEº¯»´HEJ5Pµ1GLQRHRP"QEH,²9³EU f
TVP"QEQRUL³QqHEJGIHnGI³EPG"®IGLY¯º¯GIõ(ºZPY¯KHEJ5PMA^ D_=©> P\HRP\³EULÞLP"K5P\U[9QT\º¯[QRHRP\³#N = JYQyQRP\³E®LP"QnGLQ¨GmõP"QRH
T\GLQRPQETVP"KGI³YZU5N = J5Pz²³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³½QY¯KÈHEJY¯QõP"KT½J¼zGI³Eò´TVUKQY¯QRHULµ? P"K/HEY¯[¼ D ¥ ²³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³½Q
³[KK9Y¯K5ÞGIHýIN a¨> LN
¤¨KTVPHEJ5PõP"KTJ9¼zGI³Eò<QA°kP\³EPuTV³EP"GIHRP"WSHRP"QRHEQn°kP\³EP³[KHRUgPV±!²9º¯UYZHAHEJP,²(GI³GLº¯ºZP"ºKGIHE[5³EP,ULµ








¤¨KTVPHEJ5P"QRPHRP"QEHEQAGI³EP,TVUKW[TVHRP"WUK0HEJPMq^ D_=¬> P\HRP\³EULÞLP"KP\U[Q b º¯[QRHRP\³#SHEJ5PQGL¼uPHRP"QRHEQ
GI³PATVUKW[9TVHRP"WmUKmHEJ5PqMA^ D_=  UºZ»!°¡P"ºº > U¼uULÞLP"K5P\U[Q b º[QRHRP\³"S(G,W5P\HEGLY¯º¯P"W¶QR»<QRHRP"¼ W5P"QETV³YZ²9HEYZUK
YQ,TVUK/HEGLY¯K5P"W YK'MA²²P"KWYZ± @ ½N @ ®LP\³E»KU!W5PUK HEJYQ,T\º[QRHRP\³uY¯QY¯W5P"K/HEY¯T\GLºÌS£GLK9W'TVUK9QEY¯QRHEQULµqG
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µ1UL³CHEJ5P b º¯[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQEQYZß9T\GIHEYZUKmY¯Q¡WP"TVU¼u²UQRP"WY¯KàHRU,µ1U[5³k¼¶GLY¯KmQEP"TVHEYZUKQ\N = JP\³EPqGI³PAHEJ5³P\P¨¼¶GLY¯K
QEP"TVHEYZUKQCULµTVU<W5PnY¯KmHEJ5P¨²9GI³GLº¯ºZP"ºW5P"TVU¼u²UQEY¯HEYZUK¶ULµ&HEJ5P b º¯[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQQEYZß9T\GIHEYZUKmHEJGIH¦GI³EP¨HRP"QRHRP"WS
GLK9WgUK5PnU#®LP\³½GLº¯º¼uP"GLQ[5³EP"¼uP"K/H\N = J5PnPV±<²P\³Y¯¼uP"K/HEQCHEJGIHyGI³P³[Kµ1Uº¯ºZU6°
= P"QRHý· 4GI³GLº¯ºZP"º¢?P"GLW6 = JY¯QkY¯Qk°yJ5P\³EPnGLº¯º²³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³½Q¡³P"GLWHEJ5P"YZ³?QRP"TVHEYZUKULµWGIHEGµ1³EU¼ HEJ5PWY¯QRòN
= JY¯Qu¼¶G"» õP0W5UK5PYK ²9GI³GLº¯ºZP"º¦GLK9W:QEJ5U[ºW PV±<JY¯õ9YZHuQE[5õ9QEHEGLKàHEY¯GLºyQR²P\P"W[5².N:Mqº¯º¦HEJYK5ÞQ
TVUKQEY¯WP\³EP"WSJ5U6°¡P\®LP\³"SYZH?Y¯Q¦GzQ¼zGLº¯º²UL³EHEYZUKULµHEJ5PU6®LP\³GLº¯º.TVU¼u²([5HEGIHEYZUK0HEY¼uPLN
= P"QRH d  4GI³GLº¯ºZP"º b U¼u²9[HEGIHEYZUK¸6 = J9Y¯QyY¯Qq°yJP\³EPP"GLT½J´²³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³¨GLTVHE[GLº¯ºZ»W5U/P"QqHEJ5P,²9GI³GLººZP"º&W9Y¯Q f






















³½GIHRPY¯KÿRP"TVHEYZUKmGI²9²9º¯Y¯T\GIHEYZUK.N = GI³EÞLP\HEQ?GI³P¨YKÿ_P"TVHRP"WY¯K¼,[ºZHEYZ²(ºZPyºZU<T\GIHEYZUK°yYZHEJ¼,[ºZHEYZ²(ºZP?²9GI³GL¼zP f




O[QEHAGLQA°kGLQAHEJ5PT\GLQEP°yY¯HEJ0HEJ5P B<= Mq ÆHRP"QRHEQ\SHEJ5P b º¯[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQEQEYZß(T\GIHEYZUKgHRP"QRHEQq°kP\³EP,GLºQRU
TVUK9W[TVHRP"WUKHEJ5PMq^ D­=  UºZ»!°¡P"ºº > U¼uULÞLP"K5P\U[9Q b º¯[9QRHRP\³"NÐMyÞGLYKS<HEJY¯QCQRP\³E®LP"Q?GLQ¦G®IGLº¯Y¯W9GIHEYZUK
µ1UL³?HEJ5PW9GIHEGHEJGIH?°CGLQ?TVUº¯ºZP"TVHRP"Wgµ1³EU¼ HEJ5PMA^ D_= > P\HRP\³EULÞLP"KP\U[Q b º¯[QRHRP\³"N = JP\³EPY¯Q¦K5U³EP"GLQRUK
HEJ9GIH¦HEJ5P UºZ»/°kP"º¯ºQEJ5U[9º¯WTVU¼uP[5²°yYZHEJ³EP"Q[ºZHEQCQEYZÞKY¯ß9T\GLKàHEº¯»zWYüôP\³EP"KàHCHEJGLK0HEJ5P¨ß³QRH¦T\º¯[QEHRP\³"N
D K:HEJ9Y¯Qz¼zGLKKP\³"SCHEJ5P UºZ»!°¡P"ºº?³[K9QzQRP\³E®LPïGLQ¶õULHEJ8GQEGLKYZHÝ» TJ5P"Tò8GLKW8QEHE[W5» ULµnHEJ5PT\º[5H f
HRP\³qT\º¯GLQEQEY¯ß9T\GIHEYZUKgGI²²9ºY¯T\GIHEYZUKgY¯¼u²(ºZP"¼uP"K/HRP"WUK0HEJ5PJP\HRP\³EULÞLP"K5P\U[QqT\º¯[QRHRP\³¦®<QyG¶J5U¼uULÞLP"K5P\U[Q
T\º[QRHRP\³"N
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MAQz²³EUL²UQRP"W Y¯K HEJ5PGI²²9º¯Y¯T\GIHEY¯UK W5P"QEYZÞK b J9GI²HRP\³ DEDED S£YZHz¼¶G"» õP²UQEQYZõ9ºZPHRUÈ[QRPgHEJP






PV±<²P\³Y¯¼uP"K/H?°CGLQATV³P"GIHRP"WïYK0°yJYTJgHEJ5P,QRHR³[TVHE[³EPULµÐHEJ5P b   D °CGLQyò<K5U6°yKN D K0HEJY¯Q b   D SHEJ5P\³P
°kP\³EPmò!K5U6°yK'GI³EP"GLQ,ULµ?K5UK f J5U¼uULÞLP"KP"YZHh»LS×GLQ°¡P"ºº£GLQ,Y¯KÿRP"TVHRP"WÈHEGI³EÞLP\HEQY¯KQR²P"T\YZß9Tu³½GLK5ÞLPmTVP"º¯ºQ\N
= JY¯Q¼zGLK![5µGLTVHE[5³EP"W b   D S&GLK9WÈULHEJ5P\³½Qº¯Y¯òLP¶YZH\S4°¡P\³Pm²³U!TVP"QEQEP"W·õ!»·HEJ5P b º¯[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQEQEYZß(T\GIHEYZUK
GI²9²9º¯Y¯T\GIHEYZUK'Y¯K'GLK'PVôUL³EHuHRU´W5P\HRP\³½¼zY¯K5Pm°yJ5P\³EPHEJ5PgK5UK f J5U¼zULÞLP"K5P"YZHEYZP"QGI³EPgY¯KHEJ5P²9GI³EHEY¯T\[9º¯GI³
b   D N = J5P\³EPCGI³EP?QRP\®LP\³GLº5²(GI³GL¼uP\HRP\³×TVU¼õ9Y¯KGIHEYZUK9QÐY¯K,HEJ5P¦GI²²9º¯Y¯T\GIHEY¯UKHEJ9GIH×¼[QEH4GLºQRU¨õPkHRP"QRHRP"WN
= J5P"QRPk²9GI³GL¼uP\HRP\³Q"SGLQ&°kP"º¯º!GLQ²9GI³GL¼uP\HRP\³QULµ(HEJ5PkYKÿ_P"TVHRP"W,¼zGIHRP\³YGLº!GI³PkT½JGLK5ÞLP"WHRU¨[KW5P\³QEHEGLKW





ULµAHEJ5Pò!KU#°yK K5UK f JU¼uULÞLP"K5P\U[Q³GLKÞLPTVP"ºº¯Q\N = JYQ²P\³TVP"K/HEGIÞLP0Y¯QW5P\²P"KW5P"K/H,[²UK'QRP\®LP\³GLº
²(GI³GL¼uP\HRP\³QGLKW·Y¯Qnµ[º¯º¯»WY¯QT\[QEQRP"W
Y¯K´HEJPz³EP"QE[º¯HEQnQRP"TVHEYZUKN^GLY¯º¯[³EPuULµCHEJY¯Q¨HRP"QRH,T\GLKÈTVU¼uPY¯K
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= J5P b º[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQQEYZß9T\GIHEYZUKgGLQAGuHEGI³EÞLP\H¨W5P\HRP"TVHRUL³¨Y¯Q¦®LP\³E»g¼,[TJ0ºYZòLPnHEJ5P²³P\®!YZU[9Q¦PV±<GL¼ f
²(ºZPmULµ b º¯[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQQEYZß9T\GIHEYZUK'GLQG







O[QEHkGLQCY¯KmHEJ5PnK5UK f J5U¼zULÞLP"K5P"YZHh»mHRP"QRHEQ\S5QRP\®LP\³GLºHEGI³ÞLP\H b   D °kP\³EPn¼zGLK![5µ1GLTVHE[³EP"WõP"GI³½Y¯K5Þ
W9YüôP\³P"KàH×T½JGI³GLTVHRP\³Y¯QEHEY¯T\Q\N D H¡Y¯QÐY¯¼u²UL³EHEGLK/H4HRUHRP"QRH×HEJ5PAGI²²9º¯Y¯T\GIHEY¯UK°AYZHEJu¼zGLK/»W9YüôP\³P"KàH4²9GI³GL¼ f
P\HRP\³½QkGLK9WmWGIHEGQRP\HEQ"N×M QE[T\TVP"QEQCY¯KmHEJY¯Q¡GI²²9º¯YT\GIHEYZUKmYQ×HEJ5PnGIõ9Y¯ºYZHh»HRU,³EP"º¯Y¯GIõ9º¯»WP\HRP\³¼zY¯K5PA°yJY¯T½J





= J5PqY¯KàHRP\ÞL³½GIHRP"W B5= Mq  b º¯[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQEQEY¯ß9T\GIHEYZUK¶GLº¯ÞLUL³YZHEJ¼Y¯Q£HEJPA¼zGLY¯KmTVU¼u²UK5P"K/H¡ULµ.HEJ9Y¯Q
³P"QRP"GI³TJPVôUL³EH\N = JPk¼zGLYKULõ5ÿ_P"TVHEYZ®LP¦ULµ(HEJY¯QQRHE[W5»Y¯QHRUY¯KàHRP\ÞL³½GIHRP¦HEJ5P"QRPCHh°kUGI²²9º¯YT\GIHEYZUKQY¯KGLK
PVôUL³EHAHRUmY¯KTV³P"GLQRPP\¹¶T\YZP"K9TV»0GLKWgPVôP"TVHEYZ®LP"K5P"QEQ\N = U¶HEJ9GIHyP"KWS(GLK0P"K/HEYZ³EPQRP\³½YZP"Q?ULµÐPV±<²P\³Y¯¼uP"K/HEQ














²(GI³GLº¯ºZP"º&²9YZ²P"º¯Y¯KP"W B<= MA  GI²9²9º¯Y¯T\GIHEYZUK.N D KTV³P"¼uP"KàHEGLºHRP"QRHEQGI³EPzTVUKW[TVHRP"W
°AYZHEJHEJPu³EP"QE[ºZHEQAULµ
P"GLT½J õP"Y¯K5Þ0²³P"QRP"KàHRP"W Y¯KÈHEJ5PHRP"QRHEY¯K5Þï²³EU<TVP"QEQ\N´¤¨KTVPYZHJGLQ,õP\P"K'QEJ5U#°AKÈHEJGIHYZH,Y¯Q²UQEQYZõ9ºZP
HRUm[QRPHEJ5P b º¯[5HRHRP\³ b ºGLQEQEYZß9T\GIHEY¯UKgGLQyGuß³½QRH¦QRHEGIÞLPß9º¯HRP\³"Sá/[9GLº¯YZHEGIHEYZ®LPGLQE²P"TVHEQ?ULµHEJ9GIH?ß9ºZHRP\³yGI³P




= J5PnHEJY¯³WQRP\H?ULµ4HRP"QRHEQ?PV±<P"T\[5HRP"WUKgHEJ5PY¯K/HRP\ÞL³GIHRP"W B<= Mq  b º[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQQEYZß9T\GIHEYZUKGI²²(º¯Y f
T\GIHEY¯UKgGI³EPnÞLP"GI³EP"WgHRU6°kGI³W0PV±!²UQEY¯KÞHEJ5PGIHRHR³½YZõ9[5HRP"QCULµG²9YZ²P"º¯Y¯K5PyHEJGIH¦JGLQCHEJ5PGIõ9Y¯ºYZHh»uHRUzW5³UL²
[9KK5P\P"W5P"WWGIHEGnT\[5õP"QÐGIHÐ³[9KHEY¼uPLN D HÐY¯Q4PV±<²P"TVHRP"WzHEJGIHÐHEJ5PC³GIHEYZUnULµ b   D HEJGIH×¼zG"»,õP¦W5³EUL²²P"W
µ1³EU¼sHEJ5P¶²³U!TVP"QEQY¯K5Þ0TJ9GLY¯K·ÞL³EP"GIHEº¯»·Y¯K5¸9[5P"K9TVP"QnHEJ5PzP\¹¶T\Y¯P"KTV»´ULµ¦HEJ5P¶K5P\° GI²²9º¯YT\GIHEYZUKN = P"QRHEQ
GI³P²P\³Eµ3UL³½¼uP"WgHEJGIHqY¯KWY¯T\GIHRPJU#°*HEJPGI²²9º¯YT\GIHEYZUK²P\³Eµ3UL³½¼zQ¦°yJ5P"K0HEJY¯Q?¼uP\HR³½Y¯TIS9QE[5õ(QRP"á/[P"KàHEºZ»




§ [5³Y¯K5Þ´HEJ9Y¯Q³EP"QRP"GI³T½J8PVôUL³EH\S¦¼zGLK/» QRP\HEQzULµ¨HRP"QRHEQGI³EPTVUKW9[TVHRP"W:GLQ¶WP"QETV³YZõP"W Y¯K HEJ9Y¯Q
T½JGI²HRP\³"N = UzµGLT\Y¯º¯Y¯HEGIHRPnUL³EÞGLKY"GIHEYZUKGLKWP"GLQRP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GLK/»'ÞYZ®LP"K HEY¯¼uPLS£GLK9W HEJ/[QHEJPHEJ³EU[5ÞJ5²9[H,Y¯K9TV³EP"GLQRP"Q\N B<= Mq vY¯QK5ULHEJ9Y¯K5Þ´¼uUL³EPHEJGLK º¯YK5P"GI³
GLº¯ÞLP\õ³GGLKW´QRHEGIHEY¯QEHEY¯T\Q\N D H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²P\³Eµ1P"TVH?Y¯K/®LP\³QRPn³EP"ºGIHEYZUKN
= JY¯Q¡°CGLQkGLºQRUuT\ºZP"GI³ºZ»uHEJ5PnT\GLQRP¨UKHEJ5P¨QEºZU6°¡P\³?¼¶GLTJY¯KP"Q\N = J5Pqß³QRHCGLWWYZHEY¯UKGLº²³U!TVP"QEQEUL³
GLW9W5P"W´³EP"QE[9ºZHRP"W·Y¯K·G®LP\³E»´º¯GI³EÞLPzHEJ³EU[5ÞJ5²9[HY¯KTV³EP"GLQRPLN = J5PmQRP"TVUKW·²9³EU!TVP"QQRUL³WY¯WÈK5ULH\N = J5P
GLº¯ÞLUL³YZHEJ¼ YQzT\ºZP"GI³ºZ» K5ULH¶PV±!²P\³YZP"K9T\Y¯K5Þ´QET\GLº¯Y¯KÞ·²³EULõ9º¯P"¼zQ\S£õ([5Hu³GIHEJ5P\³T\GLK8UKº¯»'GLW5®IGLKTVPHRU
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GLK9W¸!N5N
D KmHEJY¯QkQRP"TVHEYZUK.S/UK5P¨¼,[QRHCGLº¯QRU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= GIõ(ºZP!N D KTV³EP"¼uP"K/HEGLº.¢y[9K2 B P\®LP"K £³EU!TVP"QQRUL³Q8
 ¡YZ²P"º¯Y¯K5P B HEGIÞLP  £³EU!TVP"QQRUL³Q ¢?P"TVP"Y¯®LP b U¼u²9[HEGIHEYZUK B P"KW = ULHEGLº
§ UL²²(ºZP\³¦ß9ºZHRP\³ ý c N cd  c N <ý  ýIN   c ýIN d 
P"GLQE»°kP"YZÞJ/H ý ýIN<ý
  c N cd   c N cLc   c ýIN d 
J9GI³W°¡P"Y¯ÞJàH ý ýIN i ý  c N  d q c N cLcLc ý ýIN d 
P"GLQE»ªC^ ý ýIN: i c N ci  i c N cLcLc ý ýIN d 
J9GI³WgªC^ ý ýIN: d ý c N c  c ý c N cLcLc ý ýIN d  
²([º¯QRPnTVU¼u²³ ý ýIN dIc   c N¯ý c?Li c N c ý d  ýIN dLd
b ^!Mq¢ ý ýIN d   c N c ý d  c N cLcLcLc ýIN d ý
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"W = J5³EU[5ÞJ²9[5H c N i  d 
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"WXGIHRP"KTV» /N    
e P"GLQE[5³P"W = J5³EU[ÞJ5²9[5H c N i  d 
e P"GLQE[5³P"W0XGIHRP"KTV»  !N dLiLiIc
= GIõ9ºZP!N i D KTV³EP"¼uP"K/HEGLº.¢A[K2 @ YZÞJ/Hy £³EU!TVP"QQRUL³Q8
 ¡YZ²P"º¯Y¯K5P B HEGIÞLP  £³EU!TVP"QQRUL³Q ¢?P"TVP"Y¯®LP b U¼u²9[HEGIHEYZUK B P"KW = ULHEGLº
§ UL²²(ºZP\³¦ß9ºZHRP\³ ý c N cd   c N <ý Ld ýIN   c ýIN i ý
P"GLQE»°kP"YZÞJ/H ý ýIN<ý i  c N cd   c N cLc   c ýIN i ý
J9GI³W°¡P"Y¯ÞJàH d ýIN dLi c N¯ý
 d  c N cLcLc ý ýIN iIc
P"GLQE»ªC^ ý ýIN: c N ci  c N cLcLc ý ýIN 
J9GI³WgªC^ ý ýIN: i c N c  c ý c N cLcLc ý ýINe
²([º¯QRPnTVU¼u²³ ý ýIN dLd  c N¯ý c?  c N c ý dLi ýIN i
b ^!Mq¢ ý ýIN <ý
 c N c ý d  c N cLcLcLc ýIN
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"W = J5³EU[5ÞJ²9[5H c N i  dIc
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"WXGIHRP"KTV» /N ?: 
e P"GLQE[5³P"W = J5³EU[ÞJ5²9[5H c N i ý

e P"GLQE[5³P"W0XGIHRP"KTV» d N  
= GIõ9ºZP!N D KTV³EP"¼uP"K/HEGLº¢A[K2FqY¯K5P ×³U!TVP"QEQEUL³Q8
 ¡YZ²P"º¯Y¯K5P B HEGIÞLP  £³EU!TVP"QQRUL³Q ¢?P"TVP"Y¯®LP b U¼u²9[HEGIHEYZUK B P"KW = ULHEGLº
§ UL²²(ºZP\³¦ß9ºZHRP\³ d c N c ý i c N¯ý
<ý c N<ý
  i c N    
P"GLQE»°kP"YZÞJ/H ý c N  q c N cd   c N cLc  <ý c N  : c
J9GI³W°¡P"Y¯ÞJàH d c N<ýLý
  c N¯ý
 d  c N cLc ý  c N  : c
P"GLQE»ªC^ ý c N    c N ci ? c N cLcLc ý c N   
J9GI³WgªC^ ý c N<ý
 i c N c  cLc c N¯ý c  d ýIN cLcd 
²([º¯QRPnTVU¼u²³ ý c N i   c N¯ý c?Ld c N cd   c c N   Ic
b ^!Mq¢ ý c N   c   c N c ý d  c N cLcLcLc c N  : <ý
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"W = J5³EU[5ÞJ²9[5H c N  : 
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"WXGIHRP"KTV»  !N Li  d
e P"GLQE[5³P"W = J5³EU[ÞJ5²9[5H ýIN c   
e P"GLQE[5³P"W0XGIHRP"KTV» d N  d ?
 f 
= GIõ9º¯P!N D K9TV³EP"¼uP"K/HEGLº.¢y[K_ = P"K0 £³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³Q8
 ¡YZ²P"º¯Y¯K5P B HEGIÞLP  £³EU!TVP"QQRUL³Q ¢?P"TVP"Y¯®LP b U¼u²9[HEGIHEYZUK B P"KW = ULHEGLº
§ UL²²(ºZP\³¦ß9ºZHRP\³ d c N c ýq c N¯ý
<ý i c N  c  ýIN cLc ?
P"GLQE»°kP"YZÞJ/H ý c N  Iq c N cd   c N cLc  <ý ýIN cLc ý
J9GI³W°¡P"Y¯ÞJàH   c N Ic   c N¯ý c  i c N cLcLc  ýIN c ý d 
P"GLQE»ªC^ ý c N  ý
 c c N ci  i c N cLcLc ý c N   d 
J9GI³WgªC^ ý c N  d  c N c  c   c N c?Ld  ýIN cLci
²([º¯QRPnTVU¼u²³ ý c N Ld  i c N¯ý c   c N cd   c ýIN c  c  
b ^!Mq¢ ý ýIN c  c  c N c ý d  c N cLcLcLc ýIN c  ?
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"W = J5³EU[5ÞJ²9[5H c N LdLd 
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"WXGIHRP"KTV» 5N¯ý i  i
e P"GLQE[5³P"W = J5³EU[ÞJ5²9[5H c N  ýLý 
e P"GLQE[5³P"W0XGIHRP"KTV» d N c  d 
= GIõ9ºZP!N D KTV³EP"¼zP"KàHEGLº.¢A[K2 @ º¯P\®LP"K ×³U!TVP"QEQEUL³Q8
 ¡YZ²P"º¯Y¯K5P B HEGIÞLP  £³EU!TVP"QQRUL³Q ¢?P"TVP"Y¯®LP b U¼u²9[HEGIHEYZUK B P"KW = ULHEGLº
§ UL²²(ºZP\³¦ß9ºZHRP\³   c N c ýLý
 c N¯ý c  i c N!ý
? c N <ý
P"GLQE»°kP"YZÞJ/H ý c N iLi c N cd   c N c  d ý c N  q 
J9GI³W°¡P"Y¯ÞJàH   c N i   c N¯ý c  c N iLiLd  ýIN¯ý  
P"GLQE»ªC^ ý c N   <ý c N ci ? c N¯ý
 <ýLý c N   c?
J9GI³WgªC^ ý c N  LiLi c N c  c  c N iLi q ýIN c   c 
²([º¯QRPnTVU¼u²³ ý c N cLc c N¯ý c? ý c N c ý c ýIN c ý c ý
b ^!Mq¢ ý ýIN c ý cd c N c ý d  c N cLcLcLc ýIN cd   c
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"W = J5³EU[5ÞJ²9[5H c N  
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"WXGIHRP"KTV»  !N IcdIcLc
e P"GLQE[5³P"W = J5³EU[ÞJ5²9[5H c N Li ý
e P"GLQE[5³P"W0XGIHRP"KTV»  !N¯ý c I c
= GIõ9ºZP!N  D KTV³P"¼uP"KàHEGLº&¢y[K2 = °¡P"ºZ®LP ×³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³Q9
 ¡YZ²P"º¯Y¯K5P B HEGIÞLP  £³EU!TVP"QQRUL³Q ¢?P"TVP"Y¯®LP b U¼u²9[HEGIHEYZUK B P"KW = ULHEGLº
§ UL²²(ºZP\³¦ß9ºZHRP\³   c N c ýLý c N¯ý c I c N!ý
  d c N  d ý
P"GLQE»°kP"YZÞJ/H ý c N  d c N cd   c N c e i c N Ic  c
J9GI³W°¡P"Y¯ÞJàH   c Nq  d c N¯ý c  c Nq   d ýIN cLc q
P"GLQE»ªC^ ý c N c  d c N ci  c N ci   c N  ýe
J9GI³WgªC^ ý c N i   iLd c N c  cd c N  d   c N  e
²([º¯QRPnTVU¼u²³ d c N iIc c N ci   c N c? ý c ýIN c ý c 
b ^!Mq¢ ý c N  ý
   c N c ý d  c N cLcLcLc c N Ld <ý
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"W = J5³EU[5ÞJ²9[5H c N     
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"WXGIHRP"KTV»  !N!ý
 
e P"GLQE[5³P"W = J5³EU[ÞJ5²9[5H ýIN c : 
e P"GLQE[5³P"W0XGIHRP"KTV» d N  dLi  c
 f
= GIõ9º¯P!N¯ý c D K9TV³EP"¼uP"K/HEGLº¢y[9K2 = JYZ³EHRP\P"Kg £³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³Q8
 ¡YZ²P"º¯Y¯K5P B HEGIÞLP  £³EU!TVP"QQRUL³Q ¢?P"TVP"Y¯®LP b U¼u²9[HEGIHEYZUK B P"KW = ULHEGLº
§ UL²²(ºZP\³¦ß9ºZHRP\³   c N c ýLý
 c N¯ý c  i c N: c ý c N?  
P"GLQE»°kP"YZÞJ/H ý c N q c N cd   c N c  c  c N Ld ý i
J9GI³W°¡P"Y¯ÞJàH  c N c : c N c <ý i c N d   ýIN c 
P"GLQE»ªC^ ý c N:   c N ci  c N¯ýLý
 c N  ýLý 
J9GI³WgªC^ ý c N i : c N c  c   c N d ? d c N LdLiIc
²([º¯QRPnTVU¼u²³ d c N d  d c N ciLiIc c N c  c  c N Li  
b ^!Mq¢ ý c N  ý c  c N c ý d  c N cLcLcLc c N Ld   d
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"W = J5³EU[5ÞJ²9[5H c N  ý

@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"WXGIHRP"KTV»  !N<ý d
e P"GLQE[5³P"W = J5³EU[ÞJ5²9[5H ýIN c  d ý
e P"GLQE[5³P"W0XGIHRP"KTV» ýIN c  i
= GIõ9ºZP!N¯ýLý D KTV³EP"¼uP"K/HEGLº¢A[K2^5U[5³HRP\P"K ×³U!TVP"QEQEUL³Q8
 ¡YZ²P"º¯Y¯K5P B HEGIÞLP  £³EU!TVP"QQRUL³Q ¢?P"TVP"Y¯®LP b U¼u²9[HEGIHEYZUK B P"KW = ULHEGLº
§ UL²²(ºZP\³¦ß9ºZHRP\³  c N cLc  i c N c  c  c N ? c N Ld  
P"GLQE»°kP"YZÞJ/H ý c N<ý
 c N cd   c N c q? c N  ý

J9GI³W°¡P"Y¯ÞJàH  c Ne i  c N c <ý c Ný d  c N   c ý
P"GLQE»ªC^ ý c N:? c N ci  c N¯ý
  iLd c N Li  i
J9GI³WgªC^ ý c N i <ý c N c  c  c N dLi  c N   dLd
²([º¯QRPnTVU¼u²³ d c N Ld c N ci q c N c q  c N   ?
b ^!Mq¢ ý c N LiIc ý c N cdLi  c N cLcLcLc c N   i 
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"W = J5³EU[5ÞJ²9[5H ýIN cLc  
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"WXGIHRP"KTV»  !N i 
e P"GLQE[5³P"W = J5³EU[ÞJ5²9[5H ýIN c  c 
e P"GLQE[5³P"W0XGIHRP"KTV» ýIN dLd
= GIõ9ºZP!N¯ý d D KTV³EP"¼zP"KàHEGLº.¢A[K2^4YZµ1HRP\P"K ×³U!TVP"QEQEUL³Q8
 ¡YZ²P"º¯Y¯K5P B HEGIÞLP  £³EU!TVP"QQRUL³Q ¢?P"TVP"Y¯®LP b U¼u²9[HEGIHEYZUK B P"KW = ULHEGLº
§ UL²²(ºZP\³¦ß9ºZHRP\³  c N cLc   c N c  c  c N d  c N  ý
 
P"GLQE»°kP"YZÞJ/H ý c N dLd  c N cd   c N c  i ý c N  ýý
J9GI³W°¡P"Y¯ÞJàH i c N c q  c N c <ý c N¯ý
 c  c N Li ý c
P"GLQE»ªC^ ý c N i  c N ci  c N cdIcd c N LdLd  
J9GI³WgªC^ ý c N<ý d   c N c <ý d c N d : c N  !ý d
²([º¯QRPnTVU¼u²³ d c N ?  c N ci e c N c ý Ld c N  ýLý

b ^!Mq¢ ý c Nq c N cdLi  c N cLcLcLc c N  ý c 
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"W = J5³EU[5ÞJ²9[5H ýIN cd 
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"WXGIHRP"KTV»  !N!ý d  
e P"GLQE[5³P"W = J5³EU[ÞJ5²9[5H ýIN c    
e P"GLQE[5³P"W0XGIHRP"KTV» ýIN d 
 f ý c
= GIõ9ºZP!N¯ý
  D KTV³EP"¼uP"K/HEGLº.¢A[K* B Yü±<HRP\P"K0 £³EU!TVP"QQRUL³Q8
 ¡YZ²P"º¯Y¯K5P B HEGIÞLP  £³EU!TVP"QQRUL³Q ¢?P"TVP"Y¯®LP b U¼u²9[HEGIHEYZUK B P"KW = ULHEGLº
§ UL²²(ºZP\³¦ß9ºZHRP\³  c N c ý iLd c N¯ý c ý c N i   c N c  
P"GLQE»°kP"YZÞJ/H ý c N i c N cd   c N¯ý c e c N iLi
J9GI³W°¡P"Y¯ÞJàH i c N i  Ld c N c  i c N¯ý:  c N<ýý
P"GLQE»ªC^ ý c N i  c N ci ? c N¯ý d   c N:  
J9GI³WgªC^ d c N i  c N c  cd c N c  ? c N: q
²([º¯QRPnTVU¼u²³ d c N i ? d c N¯ý
    c N c  d c N:  
b ^!Mq¢ ý c N iIcd c N c ý   c N cLcLcLc c N:  
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"W = J5³EU[5ÞJ²9[5H ýIN dLd ý
@ QRHEY¯¼zGIHRP"WXGIHRP"KTV»  !N c   i
e P"GLQE[5³P"W = J5³EU[ÞJ5²9[5H ýIN <ý d
e P"GLQE[5³P"W0XGIHRP"KTV» ýIN dIcLc
= J5P
³EP"QE[9ºZHEQULµHEJYQGLK9GLºZ»!QY¯QGI³EP









= J5P\³EP\µ1UL³EPLS5HEJ5Pnº¯GIHRP"KTV»Y¯QkHEJ5PºZP"K5ÞLHEJULµ&HEJ5Pn²9YZ²P"º¯YK5P?HEY¯¼uP"QCHEJP¨º¯UK5ÞLP"QRH?QRHEGIÞLPYKmHEJPn²9YZ²P"º¯Y¯K5PLN P\P\²9Y¯K5ÞHEJY¯QyY¯Q¦¼zY¯KW¼zGIòLP"QAHEJ5Pn³[9KàHEY¯¼zPqõP"JG#®!Y¯UL³?ULµ&HEJP B<= MA 8²³EU<TVP"QEQ?¼,[TJ0T\º¯P"GI³EP\³"N
~?pd ª/uhx~[=M|(su85©Txu9s:~ ; ~¨fBxu ; ~sz9 ·"y8sb}:|	|(s~8M
= J5P´K5P\° b º[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQEQEY¯ß9T\GIHEYZUKTVU!WP
J9GLQõP\P"KHRP"QEHRP"W Y¯KY¯QRUº¯GIHEY¯UKHRU P\®IGLº¯[GIHRP´HEJP
²P\³Eµ1UL³¼zGLK9TVPqÞGLYKQCGLKWgGIõ9Y¯º¯Y¯HEYZP"Q£UIôP\³EP"Wõ!»mHEJP¨KP\° QR»!QEHRP"¼gN > U6°¡P\®LP\³#S9²P\³Eµ1UL³¼zGLKTVPn¼uP\HR³YT\Q





HEJPT½JGLK5ÞLP0Y¯K Y¯¼z²9ºZP"¼uP"K/HEGIHEYZUKN = JP^4YZÞ[5³P1!NïTVUK/HEGLY¯KQuHEJPõP"QRH,³EP"QE[9ºZHEQ,HEJGIH°¡P\³EPgP\®LP\³
ULõ9HEGLY¯K5P"Wgµ1³EU¼ HEJ5PnUL³½YZÞY¯KGLº¤	\HE[³EòmTVU<W5P) ] B4 ,ØN
 f ýLý
^4YZÞ[5³EP!N i  &Uº¯»/°kP"º¯º b º¯[9QRHRP\³ B T\GLº¯GIõ9Yº¯YZHh» = J5³EU[ÞJ5²9[5HC P\³Eµ3UL³½¼zGLKTVP
¤¨KTVPCK5ULHEY¯TVP"Q&HEJGIHP\®LP"KHEJPkGIõ9QEUº¯[5HRP£õP"QRH&³EP\HE[5³K9Q.UK,My³EÞLUK9K5PkX&GIõ ó Q B  YQ&GI³EU[9KWHEJ5³P\P
QEP"TVUKWQ²P\³Y¯K²9[5HnQEY\PzULµ iIcLc N B Y¯¼zYº¯GI³¨HRP"QRHEQ°kP\³EP¶TVUKW9[TVHRP"W·UKGgUK5P f ²³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³, P"KàHEY¯[9¼
D ¥ ¼zGLTJ9Y¯K5Pu³[K9KY¯K5ÞgGIH¶ý cLce> LS	 = P"QRH=?½N @ ®LP"K·HEJ5U[ÞJ·HEJ5P\³EPmY¯QT\ºZP"GI³º¯»ïK5UTVU¼u²9GI³Y¯QEUK
õP\HÝ°¡P\P"KHEJ5P¨TVU¼u²9[5HEYK5Þ²U#°kP\³CULµHEJ5P B  'GLK9W¶HEJ5P D K/HRP"º  b S!UK5PA¼¶G"»¶K5ULHRPqHEJ5PqHEY¯¼uPAHEGIòLP"KHRU
²9³EU!TVP"QQWY¯QEHR³YZõ9[5HEY¯UKQ9°AYZHEJn®IGI³E»!YK5Þ?QEY\P"Q&GI³EP£GIõU[5H.HEJ5³P\P£UL³W5P\³½QULµ¼zGIÞKYZHE[9W5P×ºZP"QEQHEJ9GLKUKHEJP





YQ¦G®GLQRH?Y¼u²³EU6®LP"¼uP"KàH¦HRUuHEJPTVU!W5PLS(GLKWgQEJ5U[ºW¶²³U#®LP®LP\³E»[QRP\µ[ºY¯KHEJ5P B<= Mq :GLKW b º¯[HRHRP\³
b º¯GLQEQEYZß(T\GIHEYZUKY¯KàHRP\ÞL³½GIHEYZUK_) b?b¦c ý9,ØN
~pMqpMo ªs:uhs:~M~Cx~¯rx98f~[°}Ý ; ~4Bxu ; ~sz9 ·yzsb}:|}:|ò	§9v ±Rx
Bxuh}ex|Tx}e ; ~¨&9BxupYZHEJÈHEJ5PmP"K/HEYZ³EPm²9GI³GLº¯º¯P"º¯Y"GIHEYZUK
ULµ?HEJP b º¯[HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQQEYZß9T\GIHEYZUKÈTVU¼u²9ºZP\HRPLS×GLKGLKGLºZ»<QEY¯QULµ¦HEJP
²P\³Eµ1UL³¼zGLK9TVPm°CGLQz[KWP\³EHEGIòLP"KN = J9Y¯QY¯QK5P"TVP"QEQEGI³E»HRU·[KW5P\³½QRHEGLKWHEJ5Pg²P\³Eµ3UL³½¼zGLKTVPTJGI³GLT f
 f ý d



















^4YZÞ[5³P!N  UºZ»/°kP"º¯º b º¯[QRHRP\³ B T\GLºGIõ9Y¯º¯YZHÝ»¶XGIHRP"K9TV» P\³Eµ1UL³¼zGLK9TVP











Latency and Costvs Processors 
_4 Latency 




I 0 - 
c 
1 1 1  
1                        5                        10                      15 
Processors 
2i 





.§  30- 
—♦— Argonne'sSP 






—   '♦     ♦     #     + 
1  i 1 1 1 1 1  
1        2 3       4        5       6       7       8 
Num of nodes 
^4YZÞ[5³P!N ¤q²HEY¯¼¶Y\P"W ;Ü¤>\HE[5³Eò &P\³µ3UL³¼¶GLKTVP
HRP\³½Y¯QRHEY¯T\QõP\µ1UL³EPGL[5Þ¼uP"K/HEGIHEYZUK Y¯KàHRUïHEJ5P B<= Mq ¬²9GI³GLº¯º¯P"ºÐ²9YZ²P"º¯Y¯KPLN D H²³U#®<Y¯W5P"Q,G0µ1P\P"º£µ1UL³HEJP
²P\³Eµ1UL³¼zGLK9TVPq¼uP\HR³½Y¯T\QCHEJGIH¦GI³EPn³EP"GLº¯YC\P"WmUK9TVPnHEJY¯Qk²³EU<W[TVHkY¯QCTVUKà®LP\³EHRP"WY¯K/HRUG,²9Y¯²P"ºY¯K5PyQRHEGIÞLPLN




µ1UL³£HEJPyP"K/HEYZ³EP?²9GLTòGIÞLPLN = J5P"QRP?HRP"QEHEQ¡°kP\³EPyTVUK9W[TVHRP"WmUKzõULHEJzHEJ5PAMA^ D_=> P\HRP\³EULÞLP"K5P\U[Q b º[Q f
HRP\³qGLKWgHEJ5PMA^ D_=  UºZ»!°¡P"º¯º b º¯[QRHRP\³?µ1UL³?µ[5³EHEJ5P\³AGLKGLºZ»<QEY¯QCULµ4HEJ5PWYZôP\³EP"K/H?JGI³W°kGI³EPn²(º¯GIHRµ3UL³½¼
T\GI²(GIõ9Y¯º¯YZHEY¯P"Q\N
= J5Pgß³½QRH²9GI³EHuULµqHEJ5P b º¯[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQEQEYZß(T\GIHEYZUK'²³EU<W[TVHuQRHE[WY¯P"W °kGLQuHEJPg²9GI³GLº¯ºZP"ºk³EP"GLW.S = P"QRH½N D K HEJ5Pgß³QRHYZHRP\³GIHEY¯UKQULµAHEJ9Y¯QGI²²9º¯Y¯T\GIHEY¯UKS×P"GLTJ:²³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³u³EP"GLW HEJPP"K/HEYZ³EP0W9GIHEG





ULµHEJ5PW9GIHEG<N = J5PGLTVHEYZUK9Q¦ULµ&UKP²³EU<TVP"QEQ?K5P\®LP\³AQE[5²²9º¯»¶T\GL[QEGIHEYZUK0µ3UL³yT½JGLK5ÞLPYKgGLK5ULHEJ5P\³y²9³EU f
 f ý




<D        ! 
E 
3    4 
^L 
Z^ Time tt\\ 
500        1000       1500 
Sample Size 
2000        2500 
^4YZÞ[³EP!N  ¢y[9KàHEY¯¼zPnULµ 4GI³GLº¯º¯P"º¢?P"GLW b   DC§ GIHEG
TVP"QQ\NAMqQyPV±<²P"TVHRP"WSHEJ5P"QRP,ºZUGLWQqQET\GLºZP,®LP\³E»g°¡P"ºº°yY¯HEJGLWWY¯HEYZUKGLº²³U!TVP"QEQEUL³Q\N = JPß9ºZPY¯Qy³P"GLW
UK9ºZ» « HEJ5P\³EP\µ1UL³EPLS(K5U¶õ9ºZU<TEò<Y¯K5ÞuUL³q°kGLYZHEYK5ÞzY¯Q?³P"á/[Y¯³EP"WULµ×GLKà»²³U!TVP"QEQEUL³$) O >  ,ØN = J5P\³PY¯Q?QRU¼zP
U6®LP\³J5P"GLW HEJGIHY¯QULõ9QRP\³E®LP"W W[5PmHRUHEJPK5P\P"Wµ1UL³P\®LP\³E»È²³EU<TVP"QEQHRU
ULõHEGLYKGß9ºZPmJ9GLKWºZP¶GLK9W










= J5PnK5PV±<H?QRHEGIÞLPULµ&HEJ5P b º¯[5HRHRP\³ b ºGLQEQEYZß9T\GIHEY¯UKmHEJ9GIH¦°kGLQ?QEHE[WYZP"Wm°kGLQ?HEJ5PGLTVHE[GLº²9GI³GLººZP"º
T\GLºT\[º¯GIHEYZUKgULµÐõP"QRH¦ß9HyWY¯QRHR³½YZõ9[5HEYZUK9Q\S] = P"QRH7?½N = J5PY¯Q¦P"QQRP"KàHEYGLº¯ºZ»HEJ5P¼uUQEHATVU¼u²9[HEGIHEYZUKGLº¯ºZ»
TVU¼z²9ºZPV±²UL³EHEY¯UK
ULµ¡HEJ5Pu²9³EU!TVP"QQ\N @ ®LP"K´HEJ5U[5ÞJ·HEJY¯QnY¯Q¨HEJ5Pz¼zUQRHTVU¼u²9[5HEGIHEY¯UKGLº¯ºZ»ïTVU¼u²9ºZPV±S














Parallel Disk Read Time 




^4YZÞ[5³P7!N¯ý c B ²P\P"W[5²ULµÐ 4GI³GLº¯ºZP"º b   D ¢yP"GLW




²UL³EHEY¯UKQ¦ULµ×HEJ5P,WGIHEG¶T\[õPLN D W5P"K/HEY¯T\GLº&²9GI³GL¼uP\HRP\³QqGI³EP,[QRP"WHRU¶²³EU<TVP"QEQAP"GLTJï³GLK5ÞLP,TVP"º¯ºÌN = J9Y¯Q
YQP"KQE[5³EP"WÆõ!»µ1UL³T\Y¯KÞ'UKP´²³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³gHRU8T\GLº¯T\[9º¯GIHRP·GLº¯ºqULµHEJP"QRP´®GLº[5P"QgG ²³YZUL³½YÌSAGLKWHEJP"K
W9Y¯QRHR³YZõ([5HEY¯K5ÞHEJ5P"QRP,®IGLº¯[5P"Q?HRUHEJ5P"Y¯³y³EP"¼uULHRPºZU<T\GIHEYZUKQ\NqMAQAULõ9QRP\³®LP"WïYK0ßÞ[5³P$!N¯ýLýIS.GLWWY¯HEYZUKGLº









QE²P\P"W9[5².N b ºZP"GI³ºZ»HEJY¯Q²³ULÞL³GL¼ QET\GLºZP"Q¶KY¯TVP"ºZ»LS¡P\®LP"K:°yJ5P"K HEJP0K/[¼õP\³uULµ¨²³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³Qu[QEP"W
ÞLP\HEQAá/[9YZHRPnJYZÞJN > U#°kP\®LP\³"S(UKPn³EP"¼uP"¼õP\³¦HEJ9GIH?HEJY¯QCY¯QCUKº¯»¶HEJ5Pn²9GI³½GLº¯ºZP"º²UL³EHEYZUKULµHEJ5PTVU!WPLN
= J5P\³EPuY¯Q¨QRU¼uPU#®LP\³½J5P"GLW´HEJGIH¼,[QRH¨õPuGLT\TVU[KàHRP"W·µ3UL³"N = JY¯QA²9GI³GLººZP"ºPV±<²9ºZUY¯HEGIHEYZUK´W5P"TV³EP"GLQRP"Q
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1                                             1 
)                        5                       10 
Processors 
i 
15              : ?o 
^4YZÞ[5³P!N¯ýLý ¢y[9KàHEY¯¼zPqULµÐ 4GI³GLº¯º¯P"º B P"TVHEYZUKgULµ b º¯[HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQEQEY¯ß9T\GIHEYZUK




YKà®LUºZ®LP"W HEJ9GIH¶T\GLKK5ULHuõPgG"®LUY¯WP"WN = J5P\³EPgY¯QuGLºQRU·QRU¼uP0QRHEGI³HE[5² U#®LP\³JP"GLW8HEJGIHzYQuY¯Kà®LUº¯®LP"W
ÿE[QRH¦õ!»HEJ5P®LP\³»K9GIHE[5³EPULµÐ[QEYK5Þ e   D ²³EULÞL³GL¼z¼¶Y¯K5ÞzTVUKQRHR³½[TVHEQR) O a7Li ,ØNCMAº¯º.ULµHEJP"QRPHEJYK5ÞQ
¼,[QRHmõPGLT\TVU[K/HRP"Wµ1UL³"N X[9TEò<Y¯ºZ» Y¯K HEJYQ¶T\GLQRPïHEJ5P\»:GI³EPïá/[Y¯HRPQE¼zGLº¯ºØSkGLº¯¼zUQRH¶HRU'HEJ5P0²UY¯K/H











GLK9WHEJP¼zP"GLQE[5³EPULµ¡ºGIHRP"KTV»°CGLQn[K5²³P"WY¯TVHEGIõ9ºZP»LP\HQRHEY¯º¯ºá/[9YZHRP,Q¼zGLº¯ºÌS = P"QEH  ½N D Hn¼zG#»ïGLºQRU
õPHR³½[5PHEJGIHA°yYZHEJgHEJ5PGLWWYZHEYZUK0ULµ4QEUm¼zGLK/»²³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³Q\S(HEJ5P¼zG6ÿRUL³qHEY¯¼uPµGLTVHRUL³qYKà®LUºZ®LP"W°kGLQ
 f ý


















^4YZÞ[5³EP!N¯ý d B ²P\P"W[5²ULµ 4GI³GLººZP"º B P"TVHEYZUK0ULµ b º[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQQEYZß9T\GIHEYZUK
QE»!KT½J5³EUKYC"Y¯K5ÞGLº¯º9ULµ.HEJ5Py²9³EU!TVP"QQRUL³Q\S!³GIHEJ5P\³kHEJGLKGLTVHE[GLº¯ºZ»u²9GLQQEY¯K5ÞHEJPAWGIHEG<N£Mqº¯QRU5S<GLWWY¯HEYZUKGLº






ULµkHEJ5P b º[5HRHRP\³ b º¯GLQEQYZß9T\GIHEYZUK
JGLQnõP\P"K´WYQET\[QEQRP"W.SHEJPuU#®LP\³GLº¯º
³P"QE[ºZHEQULµHEJ5PC²³EU<W[TVH4GLKGLºZ»<QEY¯Q4T\GLKuõP¦¼uUL³EP¦¼uP"GLKY¯KÞLµ1[ºØN&MqQÐG¨°yJ5UºZPLSLHEJ5P¦²(GI³GLº¯ºZP"º!Y¯¼u²9º¯P"¼uP"K f
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= GI³EÞLP\Hq¢yGLK5ÞLP b P"º¯º   cLc
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e P"GLQE[5³P"W = J5³EU[ÞJ5²9[5H c N¯ý d ýLý
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HEJ9Y¯QK/[¼õP\³"SAGIõU[5Hgß9®LP´²P\³½TVP"KàH\SqUL³0UK5P´J![KW5³EP"W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QRHEY¯º¯ºy³EP"¼zGLY¯K9Q\N = J5Pïá![GLº¯Y¯HEGIHEYZ®LP
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Heterogeneity vs Range Cells 
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Heterogeneity vs Range Cells 













^4YZÞ[5³EP!N  c @ ôP"TVHEQ?ULµ § Y¯QET\GI³Wg¢AGIHEYZUzUK = Y¼uP b UQRH
~?p°Ø 	|Ts:~9d©-f=@s:u9
D K8TVUKT\º¯[QEY¯UKS¡HEJP b JGI²HRP\³m¥ D GLWW³EP"QEQRP"QzGLK9GLºZ»!QY¯QzGLKW ³P"QE[ºZHEQ\N D HmTVUKàHEGLY¯K9QzHEJ5P0³P f
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µ1U[KW'W[5³½Y¯K5Þ0HEJ5PPV±<²P\³½Y¯¼uP"K/HEQ\N = J5P"QRP³EP"QE[ºZHEQ,QRP\³E®LPgGLQGïµ3U[9KWGIHEYZUKµ3UL³HEJ5PULõ9QRP\³®GIHEYZUK9Q
GLK9W¶TVUKT\º¯[9QEYZUKQÐHEJ9GIH¡GI³EPA²³EP"QRP"K/HRP"WmYK b JGI²HRP\³¡¥ DD N = JYQ×TJGI²9HRP\³kJGLQ£²³EP"QRP"K/HRP"WGHEJ5UL³EU[ÞJ
W9Y¯QET\[QEQYZUKULµHEJPCQEP\²9GI³GIHRP¦GI²²9º¯YT\GIHEYZUKQGLK9WHEJP"YZ³&²P\³Eµ1UL³¼zGLK9TVPkGIHRHR³Y¯õ9[5HRP"Q4Y¯K,Y¯QRUº¯GIHEYZUK.N D H4GLºQRU
W9Y¯QET\[QEQEP"Q?HEJ5Pu[QRPULµ£HEJ5P b º¯[HRHRP\³ b ºGLQEQEYZß9T\GIHEY¯UKGI²²9ºY¯T\GIHEYZUKïGLQAõULHEJïGK5UK f J5U¼uULÞLP"KP"YZHh»WP f
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HEJ5P B<= MA *GI²²9º¯Y¯T\GIHEY¯UKN D K
P"QEQRP"K9TVPLS b º¯[HRHRP\³
b º¯GLQEQEYZß(T\GIHEYZUKW5P\HRP\³½¼zY¯K5P"Qy°yJ5P\HEJ5P\³qHEJ5P\³EP,¼zG"»0õP,G¶HEGI³EÞLP\H\S.GLK9W0HEJ5P"KïHEJ5P B<= Mq GI²²9º¯YT\GIHEYZUK
³P\²³EU<W[TVP"QAHEJ5P,QGL¼uPuTVUKT\º¯[QEY¯UKN = JP\³EP,YQAK5UT\ºZP"GI³¨³EP"GLQRUKï°yJ/»0UK5P,°kU[º¯W°yY¯QEJHRUgW5UmHEJ9Y¯Q
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b º¯GLQEQEYZß(T\GIHEYZUKÈGLKW'HEJ5P B<= MA GI²9²9º¯Y¯T\GIHEYZUK.S°CGLQG
¼zYü±<P"WQE[9T\TVP"QEQ\N = J5PY¯K/HRP\ÞL³GIHEYZUK YZHEQRP"ºZµ?YQ
 f ý
µ[KTVHEY¯UKGLº£GLKW'W5U!P"Q²9³EU!W9[TVPmGLT\T\[5³½GIHRP³P"QE[ºZHEQ5 = P"QRHEQ d ý fÝd ?½N > U#°kP\®LP\³"S¡Y¯HY¯Q,K5ULH,P\¹¶T\YZP"K/H\S
GLK9WÈHEJ5P°kUL³EòÈY¯Q³EP"W[9KWGLK/HY¯K'¼zGLK/»ºZU<T\GIHEYZUKQ\N
Mqº¯QRU5SÐõP"T\GL[QRPULµyHEJ5P²9YZ²P"º¯YK5P"W´KGIHE[5³EPULµ
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D KQE[9¼z¼zGI³E»LS?HEJ9Y¯Q¶³P"QRP"GI³TJPVôUL³EHgTVU¼õ9Y¯K5P"Q B ²9GLTVP = Y¯¼zPMqWGI²HEYZ®LP
 ×³EU<TVP"QEQEYK5Þ°AYZHEJ
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UL²9HEY¯¼zY"GIHEYZUK¼zG#»¶õPq®GI³Y¯P"WGLK9W²P\³HE[5³EõP"W¶¼,[TJg¼zUL³EP¨HEJGLKgY¯KmHEJ5P¨²³EP\®<YZU[QCT\GLQRPLN = JP\³EPqYQ
KUu³EP"GLQRUKgHRUzJG#®LPGLKgPV±<HR³EP"¼uP"ºZ»JYZÞJgQEP"ºZP"TVHEYZUK²³EP"QQE[5³EPnGLQ¦°CGLQ¦HEJ5PT\GLQRP°yYZHEJHEJ5Pn²³U!TVP"QEQEUL³
GLººZU!T\GIHEY¯UKN = J5P\³EPY¯Q¨K5UK5P\P"WïHRUgµ3UL³½TVP,²9³EP"¼zGIHE[5³EPTVUK/®LP\³EÞLP"KTVPLN = J5PQRP"ºZP"TVHEYZUK
²³P"QEQE[5³EP°kGLQ
WP"TV³EP"GLQRP"W HEJ5³EU[ÞJ HEJ5Pg[QRPULµy³EU[º¯P\HRHRPg°yJ5P\P"ºCQRP"ºZP"TVHEYZUK.N = J5P\³EPY¯QGLº¯QRU´¼,[TJ ¼zUL³EPgºZP\P\°kG#»
ÞL³½GLKàHRP"WïY¯K0HEJP²UL²9[º¯GIHEY¯UKgQEY\P"QAHEJGIHA¼zG#»0õP[QRP"WW[5³YK5ÞPV±!²P\³Y¯¼zP"KàHEGIHEYZUK.NCM¼,[T½J°yYW5P\³
³½GLK5ÞLPAULµ²UL²([º¯GIHEYZUKmQEY\P"Qk°¡P\³Pq[QEP"WS!GLQCY¯K9WY¯T\GIHRP"WY¯KzHEGIõ9º¯P § N d N = JPq¼,[5HEGIHEYZUK³GIHRPq°kGLQ¦GLºQRU
®IGI³YZP"WQEYZÞKY¯ß9T\GLKàHEº¯»LN = J5P²(GI³GL¼uP\HRP\³qHRP"QRHA®IGLº¯[5P"QAµ1UL³AHEJ5PP"KàHEY¯³EPPV±<²P\³Y¯¼uP"K/HAGI³EP,TVUKàHEGLYK5P"W
Y¯K









= JY¯QQRP"TVHEY¯UK8WY¯QT\[QEQRP"Q,HEJ5P0³P"QE[ºZHEQ,ULõHEGLY¯KP"W õ/»'HEJ5P0GLTVHE[GLºyPV±!²P\³Y¼uP"KàHEGIHEY¯UK TVU#®LP\³EP"W






Y¯HzTVP\³EHEGLY¯KºZ» WYW K5ULHz³EP"QE[9ºZHzY¯K °yJ9GIH¶¼zG"» õPTVUKQY¯W5P\³EP"W:WP"QEYZ³EP"GIõ9º¯PU[HR²9[5H\S¦YZHzTVP\³EHEGLY¯K9ºZ»'YQ
YKàHRP\³EP"QEHEY¯K5Þ´HRU[9KW5P\³QRHEGLK9W HEJ5P0õP"JG"®<YZUL³mULµqHEJPMA^ D_= T\º¯[9QRHRP\³ ó QzK5P\HÝ°¡UL³ò!Y¯KÞÈJGI³W5°CGI³EPGLK9W
QEULµ3HÝ°kGI³EPLN















yzsb}:|3r+x99&~[p = J5P²³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³¨GLº¯ºZU<T\GIHEYZUKUL²HEY¯¼zYC"GIHEYZUK0²³ULõ f
º¯P"¼ »<YZP"º¯WP"W®LP\³E»ïY¯K/HRP\³EP"QRHEY¯K5Þ³EP"QE[9ºZHEQ\N>ÆJP"KUL²9HEY¯¼zY"Y¯KÞmG²9YZ²P"º¯Y¯KPLS9YZHnQRP\P"¼zQqHRU0¼zGIòLPzQRP"K9QRP
HEJ9GIH¦UK5P°kU[º¯WQEY¯¼u²(ºZ»¶GLWWg¼uUL³Pn²³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³Q¦HRU¶HEJ5PºZUK5ÞLP"QRH?QEHEGIÞLPY¯KHEJ5Pn²9Y¯²P"ºY¯K5PLN > U#°kP\®LP\³"S





²9³EU!TVP"QQRUL³Q¦GLQEQEY¯ÞK5P"WHRUuHEJGIH?QRHEGIÞLPLS(GLK9WmP"GLT½J0ULµHEJ5UQRP¨²³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³½Q¦GI³EPzýIN a¨>   D ¥¬¼¶GLTJY¯KP"Q\N
@ ®LP"Kg°yYZHEJHEJ5³P\Pq²9³EU!TVP"QQRUL³Q¦Y¯KHEJYQkQEHEGIÞLPLS9YZH¦Y¯Q¦QRHEY¯ºº9HEJ5Pº¯UK5ÞLP"QRH?QRHEGIÞLPYKmHEJP¨QE»!QRHRP"¼ « YZH¦¼[9QRH
³½[KÈµGLQRHRP\³zY¯KUL³W5P\³uHRU´QR²P\P"W [5²'HEJ5P²9YZ²P"º¯Y¯KPLN = J5PGLWWY¯HEYZUKÈULµqGLK5ULHEJ5P\³u²³U!TVP"QEQEUL³YKHEJ9Y¯Q












³P"QE[ºZHEQnµ1UL³PV±<²P\³Y¯¼uP"K/H¶ýIS d SGLKW_ 0GI³EP¶QJ5U#°yKÈY¯K´ßÞ[5³P"Q § N¯ýIS § N d SÐGLKW § N g³EP"QR²P"TVHEYZ®LP"º¯»LN
¤nK5P¼,[QRHGLº¯QRUÈòLP\P\² Y¯K¼zY¯KW:HEJGIHÿE[QRHmõP"T\GL[QRPUKPPV±<²P\³Y¯¼uP"K/H¶GI²²P"GI³QmHRU'J9G"®LPïõP\HRHRP\³
³P"QE[ºZHEQ¦HEJ9GLK0HEJ5P,K5PV±!H\S(HEJGIHA¼¶G"»0K5ULH?³P"GLº¯ºZ»õPnHEJ5PT\GLQRPLN = JY¯Q¦Y¯QyõP"T\GL[9QRPHEJ5P\³EP,JGLQ?õP\P"KK5U













^4YZÞ[5³EP § N¯ý @ ±!²P\³Y¼uP"KàHný £³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³yMqº¯ºZU<T\GIHEYZUKg¢?P"Q[ºZHEQ
^4YZÞ[5³EP § N d @ ±!²P\³Y¼uP"KàH d  £³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³yMqº¯ºZU<T\GIHEYZUKg¢?P"Q[ºZHEQ
§Af ý






Generation vs Time 
•S«IIH1 
^4YZÞ[5³EP § N  @ ±!²P\³Y¼uP"KàH+ u £³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³yMqº¯ºZU<T\GIHEYZUKg¢?P"Q[ºZHEQ
YQYKàHRP\³EP"QEHEY¯K5ÞqHRU¨KULHRP?J5U#° HEJ5P¦QEº¯U#°kP\³×¼zGLTJYK5P"Q°¡P\³EP¦GLTVHE[GLººZ»ºZP\µ1HU[5H4ULµ9HEJ5P¦QRUº¯[HEYZUK,P"KàHEYZ³P"ºZ»LN
= J5PTVUK5ßÞ[5³½GIHEYZUKgULµ4HEJ5P¼zGLT½JY¯K5P"Q?µ3UL³?HEJPõP"QRH¦³[Kgµ1U[KWgYQ¦ÞYZ®LP"K0Y¯K0HEGIõ9ºZP § N !NkFAULHRPHEJ9GIH
HEJP\³EPGI³EP,K5U¶¼zGLT½JY¯K5P"QyHEJGIHAGI³PQEºZU6°¡P\³qHEJGLKý a¨> LN = JY¯Q¦Y¯QAY¯K/HRP\³EP"QRHEY¯K5ÞmTVUKQEY¯W5P\³½Y¯K5ÞHEJGIHqõ/»
³½GLKW5U¼ ÞLP"K5P\³GIHEY¯UKS9GI³EU[K9W Øè ULµÐGLº¯ºHEJ5P¼zGLT½JY¯K5P"Wµ1U[KWgQJ5U[º¯WõPnQEºZU6°¡P\³AHEJGLK·ý a¨> LN















Generation vs Time 
5«ite?l 
= GIõ(ºZP § N  ªkP"QRH B Uº¯[HEYZUKg ×³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³AMAºZU<T\GIHEYZUK
 ×³U!TVP"QEQEUL³ B HEGIÞLP  ×³U!TVP"QEQEUL³Q
Mqª bkf ªqý§ UL²²9ºZP\³A^YºZHRP\³ Mqª bkf ªqýLý
@ GLQE»5´P"Y¯ÞJàH Mqª bkf ªqý d
Mqª bkf ªqý
 > GI³W´P"YZÞJ/H Mqª bkf ªqý

@ GLQE»ªkP"GL¼uµ1UL³¼ Mqª bkf ªqý 
Mqª bkf ª dIc> GI³W0ªkP"GL¼uµ1UL³¼ Mqª bkf ª dLd
 £[9º¯QRP b U¼u²³P"QEQEYZUK Mqª bkf ª d  































5N  Y¯º¯º£HEJ5Pg ×³EU<TVP"QEQR6ÈMAµ3HRP\³uHEJ5P²³ULÞL³GL¼ TVU¼u²9ºZP\HRP"Q"S£YZHu¼[9QRHHRP\³½¼zY¯KGIHRPgGLKW'HEJ5P"K ²9GLQQ
TVUKàHR³Uºõ9GLTEòmHRU,HEJPqT\GLº¯ºY¯K5Þ¦ÿEG"®IG,²³EULÞL³GL¼0N£O[QRHkGLQ¦Y¯KGLº¯º9HEJPAULHEJ5P\³?GLTVHEY¯UKQ\S<HEJ5P¨TVUKàHR³EUº
²9GLQEQEYK5ÞuW5U/P"QyK5ULHyTVU¼u²9º¯P\HRPGIHyGzTVUKQY¯QRHRP"KgHEY¯¼zPTVUQRH\N
i Ny^4Y¯KGLº = Y¯¼uP B HEGL¼z²26·O[QRH,GLQ°AYZHEJ·HEJ5PQRHEGI³EHEY¯KÞHEY¯¼uPmQRHEGL¼u².S4HEJ5Pß9KGLº×QEHEGL¼u²'Q[<ôP\³½Q
µ3³U¼ HEJ5PQEGL¼zPQEJ5UL³EHETVU¼zYK5ÞQ\N
!N b ºZU<TEò a ³GLK![º¯GI³½YZHh»°6 = J5Pß9KGLº²³EULõ(ºZP"¼ P"KTVU[K/HRP\³EP"WY¯Q?T\ºZU<TEòÞL³GLK![º¯GI³Y¯Hh»LN D HyWU/P"Q?KULH
HEGIòLPz¼[9TJ




















HEJP²9GI³½GL¼uP\HRP\³0QRP\HRHEY¯K5ÞQ"N > U#°kP\®LP\³HEJPïGI²²(GI³EP"KàHGIõ9Y¯ºYZHh» ULµHEJ5P²9³EULÞL³GL¼HRU ºZP"G"®LP·TVP\³EHEGLYK




^4YZÞ[5³EP § N b U¼z¼[9KY¯T\GIHEYZUK¤q³½W5P\³Y¯K5Þz¤q²HEY¼zY"GIHEYZUKg¢yP"QE[ºZHEQ
²9³EULõ9ºZP"¼°¡P\³P¨[9QRP"ºZP"QEQkµ1UL³kHEJP¨¼zUQRHC²9GI³EH\N > U#°kP\®LP\³"S9YZH¦W5U!P"Qkõ³Y¯K5Þ,[5²gQRU¼uPnY¯K/HRP\³EP"QRHEY¯KÞ²UY¯K/HEQ















G-Mn-r.ilinii vs Tim»- 
i      i 
02 
Generation 
ã`à+àê#æë !  <ÿ k ã=# jö  %làê'Vä\çàî©à%(ðRê'J ÷ '½ë!è ÷ 'Vê Þ ê\ñLä' ! àð ! çàæ
= JY¯QGI²²P"KWYü±TVUK/HEGLY¯KQHEJ5P¦JGI³W5°CGI³EPCTVUK5ßÞ[5³½GIHEYZUK,ULµ9HEJ5P¦QRP\®LP\³GLº<²(GI³E³GLº¯ºZP"º/T\º¯[QRHRP\³½Q&õ(GLQRP"WGIH
Mq^ D­= N = J5³EP\Pn¼zGLY¯KT\º¯[9QRHRP\³?GI³EP[5HEY¯ºY\P"WS/Mq^ D­=*> P\HRP\³EULÞLP"KP\U[Q b º[QRHRP\³"S5Mq^ D_= > U¼uULÞLP"K5P\U[Q
b º¯[QRHRP\³"S5GLKWMA^ D_=©b º¯[QEHRP\³¦ULµA´UL³ò!QRHEGLY¯UKQ\N
= GIõ9ºZP @ N¯ý > U¼zULÞLP"K5P\U[QqMA^ D_=©b º¯[QEHRP\³ > GI³W°kGI³EP b UK5ßÞ[5³½GIHEYZUK
 £³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³  ¡Jà»<QEY¯T\GLº FyP\HÝ°¡UL³ò ¤q²P\³GIHEY¯K5Þ Fq[¼õP\³¦ULµ
b U[KàH  £³EU!TVP"QQRUL³ ¢yM e  e ª+ B ²P\P"W* e õ ` Q8 B »<QRHRP"¼  ×³U!TVP"QEQEUL³Q
ý
 MCHEJGLºZUKýIN da¨>  : ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH	/N¯ý ý
= GIõ9ºZP @ N d Mq^ D­=Üb º¯[QEHRP\³¦ULµ¯´UL³Eò<QRHEGIHEYZUK9Q > GI³W5°CGI³EP b UK5ß9Þ[5³GIHEYZUK
 £³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³  ¡Jà»<QEY¯T\GLº FyP\HÝ°¡UL³Eò ¤q²P\³GIHEY¯K5Þ Fq[¼õP\³¦ULµ
b U[KàH  ×³U!TVP"QEQEUL³ ¢yM e  e ª+ B ²P\P"W2 e õ ` Q8 B »<QRHRP"¼  ×³U!TVP"QEQEUL³Q B ²9GI³½Tn]AºZHR³½Ggý c ý cLcLc ý cLc B UºGI³Y¯Q i N ý
@Ðf ý
= GIõ9ºZP @ N  > P\HRP\³ULÞLP"K5P\U[QqMA^ D_=¬b º¯[9QRHRP\³ > GI³½W5°kGI³P b UK5ßÞ[5³½GIHEYZUK
 ¡Jà»<QEY¯T\GLº FyP\HÝ°¡UL³Eò ¤q²P\³GIHEY¯K5Þ FA[9¼õP\³¦ULµ> UQRHEKGL¼zP  ×³U!TVP"QEQEUL³ ¢yM e  e ª+ B ²P\P"W2 e õ ` Q8 B »<QRHRP"¼  ×³EU<TVP"QEQRUL³½Q
X&Y¯KQRHEGI³  P"KàHEY¯[9¼ DEDED  cLc i ý d ý cLcLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N d d
Mqª b¡f M>   P"KàHEY¯[9¼ DEDED  cLc   ý cLcLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N¯ý ý
Mqª b¡f M  P"KàHEY¯[9¼ DEDED  cLc   ý cLcLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N¯ý ý
Mqª b¡f M i  P"KàHEY¯[9¼ DEDED  cLc   ý cLcLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N d ý
Mqª b¡f ª i  P"KàHEY¯[9¼ DEDED  cLc   ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N¯ý ý
Mqª b¡f ª/  P"KàHEY¯[9¼ DEDED  cLc   ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N¯ý ý
Mqª b¡f ª+  P"KàHEY¯[9¼ DEDED  cLc   ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N¯ý ý
Mqª b¡f ª/  P"KàHEY¯[9¼ DEDED  cLc   ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N¯ý ý
Mqª b¡f ª   P"KàHEY¯[9¼ DEDED  cLc   ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N¯ý ý
Mqª b¡f ª¨ý c  P"K/HEY¯[¼ ý cLc i ý d ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH>/N¯ý ý
Mqª b¡f ª¨ýLý  P"K/HEY¯[¼ ý cLc i ý d ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH>/N¯ý ý
Mqª b¡f ª¨ý d  P"K/HEY¯[¼ ý cLc i ý d ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH>/N¯ý ý
Mqª b¡f ª¨ý
   P"K/HEY¯[¼ ý cLc i ý d ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH>/N¯ý ý
Mqª b¡f ª¨ý  P"KàHEY¯[9¼ DEDED  cLc dLi  ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N d ý
Mqª b¡f ª¨ý i  P"KàHEY¯[9¼ DEDED  iIc dLi  ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N d ý
Mqª b¡f ª¨ý
  P"K/HEY¯[¼ ý cLc i ý d ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH>/N¯ý ý
Mqª b¡f ª¨ý  P"K/HEY¯[¼ ý cLc i ý d ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH>/N¯ý ý
Mqª b¡f ª¨ý
  P"K/HEY¯[¼ ý cLc i ý d ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH>/N¯ý ý
Mqª b¡f ª¨ý   P"K/HEY¯[¼ ý cLc i ý d ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH>/N¯ý ý
Mqª b¡f ª dIc  &P"K/HEY¯[¼ DEDED ý cLcLc i ý d ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N d ý
Mqª b¡f ª d ý  &P"K/HEY¯[¼ DEDED ý cLcLc i ý d ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N d ý
Mqª b¡f ª dLd  &P"K/HEY¯[¼ DEDED ý cLcLc i ý d ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N d ý
Mqª b¡f ª d    &P"K/HEY¯[¼ DEDED ý cLcLc i ý d ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N d ý
Mqª b¡f ª d   &P"K/HEY¯[¼ DEDED ý cLcLc i ý d ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N d ý
Mqª b¡f ª dLi  &P"K/HEY¯[¼ DEDED ý cLcLc i ý d ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N d ý
Mqª b¡f ª d   P"KàHEY¯[9¼ DEDED"    dLi  ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N d ý
Mqª b¡f ª d   P"KàHEY¯[9¼ DEDED"    dLi  ý cLc ¢yP"W > GIH	!N d ý
@ÐfÝd
¡!hø é ! çìí&' ÷ àKL
) ¢ >	 ,MAW®LPLS!¢AG"®<YZ³G6ÿ B NZS!P\H¡GLºÌN/¬ = ³GLKQRµ1UL³¼ § U¼zGLYK¶X.U<T\GLº¯Y\P"Wm ×³EU<TVP"QEQEYK5Þ]qQEY¯K5Þ e P"GLQE[5³EP"W
B HRP\P\³Y¯KÞ¥ÐP"TVHRUL³Q¦GLKWFyUK fh> U¼uULÞLP"KP"YZHh» § P\HRP"TVHEY¯UKN ® M }:fu9|(s:~ }Ý+¥òf~bM:s:u8sBx	|(s:~¨8MO3~ N d  i 6 dIc N¨ý  N) = ª cLc ,ªPGLTEòS = NZS<P\H¦GLºÌN F/}:~¨4bb}|(s:u9 ; }:(4 sb}:|2o _ý\QRH @ WYZHEYZUK(½S o N D KQRHEY¯HE[5PyULµ £J/»!QEYT\Q\S
dIcLcLc N) b ª c ý9,ªkP"º¯ºÌS b Uº¯Y¯K ¢N ¬ e YTV³EULõ9YZUºZULÞL» e [5HEGIHEYZUKQ"N ®
JàHRHR² `L` ²9º¯GIHRU5N GLT\GLWY¯GL[.N T\G ` TVU[5³QRP"Q ` õ(YZUº `Ie Y¯TV³EULõ9YZUº¯ULÞL» ` ¼,[5HEGIHEYZUKN J/HE¼gSFyU6®LP"¼õP\³ dIcLc ýIN)  ¡ª Li , ªCJGIH\S( NZSP\HAGLºÌNZS¬ D QEQE[5P"QAY¯Kg[QEY¯KÞ > P\HRP\³EULÞLP"K5P\U[9Q >   b*B »!QEHRP"¼zQ¦µ1UL³ @ ¼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